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UNIT-7                                                 ELECTRICAL ACCESSORIES

Different Tyees ofp Auto Gauees an  Teeir Uses                                                         

1)Fuel Gauee: this auto gauge is mainly used to measure the level of fuel in the tank of the 

automobile. Found on every automobile dashboard, this gauge has two parts namely the 

indicator and the sender unit. When the fuel tank is full, the indicator shows "F" whereas when 

the fuel tank is empty it shows "E". The oil digital pressure gauge, the fuel digital pressure 

gauges and the level oil gauge are the three diferent types of fuel gauges.

Seee ometer: one of the most important instruments which are used to measure the speed of 

the automobile is known as the speedometer. Today there are varietes of speedometers 

available in the market.

Temeerature eauee: used to measure the temperature of the engine, this auto gauge enables 

the proper functoning of the engine. It prevents overheatng of the car by monitoring the 

temperature. It is quite essental to have a temperature gauge as it shows the precise 

temperature of the automobile.

Taceometer: the RPM (revoluton per minute) of the car is monitored with the help of 

tachometer. It is an important auto gauge that ensures beter functoning of the engine and 

therefore the automobile.                                                                                                                    

Oteer Imeortant Auto Gauee Meters

Apart from the above, there are other important measurement devices like Voltmeter, 

Speedometers, Dynamometer, Water temperature meter, Hydrometer, Ammeter and so forth.

Oil Pressure Gauee or Warnine Lame

Measures engine oil pressure in pounds per square inch. Oil pressure is just as important to an 

engine as blood pressure is to a person. If you run an engine with no oil pressure even for less 

then a minute, you can easily destroy it. Most cars have an oil lamp that lights when oil 

pressure is dangerously low. If it comes on while you’re driving, stop the vehicle as soon as it is 

safely possible and shut of the engine. Then, check the oil level and add oil as necessary.



  

Ceareine System Gauee or Warnine Lame

The charging system is what provides the electrical current for your vehicle. Without a charging 

system, your batery will soon be depleted and your vehicle will shut down. The charging 

system gauge or warning lamp monitors the health of this system so that you have a warning of

a problem before you get stuck.

Teere are two tyees ofp eauees use  to monitor ceareine systems: a voltmeter weice 

measures system voltaee an  an ammeter weice measures ameeraee eoine out ofp, or comine 

into tee batery. 

Most modern cars that have gauges use a voltmeter because it is a much beter indicator of 

charging system health. A voltmeter is usually the frst tool a technician uses when checking out

a charging system.

voltmeter

A modern automobile has a 12-volt electrical system. A fully charged batery will read about 

12.5 volts when the engine is not running. When the engine is running, the charging system 

takes over so that the voltmeter will read 14 to 14.5 volts and should stay there unless there is 

a heavy load on the electrical system such as wipers, lights, heater, and rear defogger all 

operatng together while the engine is idling at which tme the voltage may drop. If the voltage 

drops below 12.5, it means that the batery is providing some of the current. You may notce 

that your dash lights dim at this point. If this happens for an extended period, the batery will 

run down and may not have enough of a charge to start the car afer shuung it of. This should 

never happen with a healthy charging system because as soon as you step on the gas, the 

charging system will recharge the batery. 

Ammeter

If you think of electricity as water, voltage is like water pressure, whereas amperage is like the 

volume of water. If you increase pressure, then more water will fow through a given size pipe, 

but if you increase the size of the pipe, more water will fow at a lower pressure. An ammeter 

will read from a negatve amperage when the batery is providing most of the current thereby 

depletng itself, to a positve amperage if most of the current is coming from the charging 

system. If the batery is fully charged and there is minimal electrical demand, then the ammeter

should read close to zero, but should always be on the positve side of zero. It is normal for the 

ammeter to read a high positve amperage in order to recharge the batery afer startng, but it 

should taper of in a few minutes. If it contnues to read more than 10 or 20 amps even though 

the lights, wipers, and other electrical devices are turned of, you may have a weak batery and 

should have it checked.


